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GOLF QUOTE
The only thing a golfer
needs is more daylight.
Ben Hogan

It's hard to believe it, but we are just three weeks away from Cordova
Bay's Golf Week! With Golf Week comes two of our most exciting
events of the year, the RBC Charity Pro-Am and the RBC Cordova
Bay Invitational. The RBC Charity Pro-Am is taking place on Monday,
June 24th and will be benefiting the BC Cancer Foundation. This will
be a fun afternoon filled with golf, sunshine, dinner and most
importantly, a great cause. If you're interested in participating, click
here for more information and registration.
During that same week we will be hosting elite Amateurs from all
across the country for the RBC Cordova Bay Invitational. Make sure
to make your calendars for June 25th -27th so you can come out and
watch some fantastic golf! For more information on Golf Week and all
the events we have to offer, click here.

GARDENS OF THE BAY: The Spring Season
by Emily Pel er, Hor culturalist

This season we are happy to welcome two new faces to the
horticultural team, Chelsea and Amy, both making the move out
west from Alberta. It is a pleasure to have them join Jacinda and I
in the gardens and it seems like we have already made steps
towards our best season yet. Funnily enough all four members of
our gardening team are originally from the Prairies! It's not hard to
believe since the island is truly a gardener's paradise all year
round.
This Victoria Day long weekend we were lucky enough to get a spell
of much-needed rain, which was perfectly timed with the installation
of our annual bedding plants. A nice bit of rain helps ensure our
plants are healthy and established before the inevitable summer
drought hits. One thing that won't mind a bit of extreme heat is
the Agave americana, Century plant or Blue Agave, planted at the
front entrance and restaurant patio. A unique find, the agaves are
beautiful specimens that come with a loaded defense system. The
leaves are edged with prickly teeth up to 1cm long and have a
pointed tip and spine extending up to 6cm. I can only hope these
spikes will serve to protect our gardens from wandering deer or
bunnies.

It comes with no surprise that this perfect spring weather has made a huge difference to our veggie
crops! It seems like overnight the potatoes have gone from emerging plants to a booming crop. In
just two weeks' time the new potato patch has become a forest of growth. Our earliest 'Warba'
potatoes will be ready for harvest by the first week of June, a record achievement for us here at
Cordova Bay. The beautiful new garden soil, spring heat combined with precipitation have all
contributed to their success. Our large, established vegetable garden is coming along nicely with
lots of spring greens and peas to harvest.

With this perfect weather and a great new team, this summer is bound to be an exciting one.

Emily Peltier
Horticulturalist

PRO-SPECTIVE: An Opportunity to Learn
by Doug Mahovlic, PGA of Canada

On May 7th Callaway Golf Canada invited Lance McCullough and myself to attend what I might call
an opportunity of a lifetime.
At the Morgan Creek Golf Club in Surrey, we spent the day with David Leadbetter, Hank Haney,
Roger Cleveland and Sean Toulon - all known as experts in their field. The passion these
gentlemen showed after so many years of being in the golf business was inspiring.
Having taught this great game for the last few (45) years, it was heartening to hear some of the
most renowned instructors speak in terms that I use on the lesson tee. However, the new insights
they shared with our group of dedicated PGA of Canada Professionals and guests was indeed my
best takeaway.
David Leadbetter, Nick Faldo's coach and one of the world's most
renowned instructors, demonstrated what I now believe is the
easiest way to put your hands on the grip of the club. David's
presentation was all about the importance of the set-up, balance and

aim. David also spoke about how the "core" works together with the
shoulders and arms in the takeaway motion, improving the
consistency of the backswing.
One of the interesting aspects of his presentation was how he felt
the core works in the putting stroke.

We then spent one hour with Hank Haney, famous for his morning talk
show on PGA radio and Tiger Woods' former coach amongst other
quality attributes he regaled us with in his introduction speech.
Hank Haney explained the three most important areas to improve in
order to lower everyone's golf score.
Eliminate 3 putts
Eliminate two chips
Eliminate penalty strokes
Hank focused his discussion on "ball flight" and how one can learn from
understanding the ball flight laws. He spoke of swing plane and how the
variables affect ball contact, along with the importance of clubface angle
on ball direction.

After Hank finished up, we moved on to one hour with Roger Cleveland,
founder of Cleveland Golf and world-renowned wedge designer. Roger
has been designing wedges for Callaway Golf since 1996, working very
closely with Phil Mickelson.
Roger Cleveland discussed the correct use of "bounce" on wedges. The
secret seemed to be explained as hitting all your pitches "fat". Roger
then explained the importance of a "shallow" angle of attack and how
you can achieve this in your set up.
Talking bunker shots, Roger spoke about "sliding" the club under the
ball, the importance of acceleration through and finishing the turn. He
then mentioned that Phil, when first seeing the proto-type of the "PM"
design, immediately took it to play with in his next event. This peaked
everyone's interest in the new wedge.

Finally, we spent one hour with Sean Toulon, who has 16 years
experience as a club designer with Taylormade Golf, is founder of Zevo

Golf as well as Toulon Putters with his two sons. He now designs the
Odyssey/Toulon putters for Callaway Golf.
The one guy generally unrecognized outside those of us considered golf
geeks is Sean Toulon. You may recognize the name from Lance's
newsletter article about the new putters. I was excited to hear him speak
since both Lance and myself are currently using the new Stroke Lab
Odyssey/Toulon Design putters.
The back story was Sean working with the best PGA Tour players and
discovered the best balance in putter design, giving them a 47% better
chance to control the distance they roll the ball.

Sean pulled a player out of the group and demonstrated how he would give advice. He started with
correcting the gent's posture and ball position. He had him stand tall and balanced, hands together,
palms flat, elbows tucked to his hips. From that position the player bent from the waist until he could
look straight down at the green. After having the player move his elbows out away from his hips.
This established his correct posture and ball position. It also improved his aim from 4" right of target
to the center of the hole. I really enjoyed this as I have been using the "Prayer Drill" for proper
putting posture for the past 30 odd years.
Overall this day was filled with great people, new information and was a fantastic opportunity to
learn.
LET IT ROLL CLINIC
On Tuesday, June 18th our PGA of Canada Professionals will be putting on a putting clinic on the
main putting green from 1-3pm. This clinic will be free to the first forty people who sign up through
the pro shop. Speak with someone in our pro shop for more details!

Doug Mahovlic

PGA of Canada
doug.mahovlic@cordovabaygolf.com
www.cordovabaygolf.com/lessons

MAINTENANCE UPDATE: Spring me Blooms
by Dean Piller, Superintendent

Spring is a beautiful time of year at the golf course. We get to experience the early display of
daffodils, followed by our countless trees and shrubs as they begin to show their colourful display of
blossoms. Many of our members often comment when the plums are blooming along the first
fairway or when the rhododendrons are in their full glory in the garden left of the third green. Many
people won't realize that not all plants in bloom are beautiful, in fact, there are several plants that in
my opinion, are at their worst during their blooming and seeding period.
Cottonwoods are primarily scattered throughout the perimeter of
our golf course. These trees were part of the property long
before the golf course was built and remain an important part of
the landscape. Several key trees protect the left side of the fifth
hole, with the most important tree being the Cottonwood that
protects the corner of the dogleg. These trees provide instant
maturity to our property but their debris can be less than ideal.
Over the past several weeks these cottonwoods have been
blooming and are now spreading their seed in what is known as
cottonwood fluff. This fluff acts as a carrier for the tiny seeds
that will spread for miles. Fortunately, this seeding period only
lasts for a few weeks so this fluff won't be around for long.
Annual Bluegrass (or Poa Annua) is one plant that has been
flowering and seeding over the past month. This plant is the
dominant turfgrass species on our putting surfaces and is a
wonderful, durable and prolific plant that provides excellent putting
surfaces during most of the year. The one exception is when the
plant is in the middle of its seeding period. This period can last from
early April to mid-August with the majority of the seed production
occurring during the months of May and June. Because Annual
bluegrass is an annual grass species, it relies on the production of
seed to keep its population intact. Any stress put on this annual plant
will increase seed production, so as a turf manager one of our
primary focuses is to manage the environmental conditions affecting
the stress the plant will endure.
These stresses can be created from compact soils, drought, high or low temperatures, mechanical
damage or lack of correct nutrition. If any of these factors put abnormal stress on the Poa annua it's

response is to use all its energy towards a prolific bloom and seed period, which in turn leads the
plant to suffer. This year we are experiencing extraordinary blooming periods in length and number
of blossoms on almost every species on the property. I'm not sure if it was the cold snap and threeweek snow period we experienced in February, or the beautifully warm and dry March, but
something has created a perfect storm for flowering plants, pollen and seed.
Over the past two weeks we have focused on reducing overall
plant stress on our putting surfaces by applying key nutrients,
which has been very successful in reducing the seed production
on our greens. With this nutrient application and the heavy
seeding period behind us, our putting surfaces are healthy and
ready for the season!

Dean Piller
Superintendent

PRO SHOP UPDATE: The Ol' So Shoe
by George Ahara

With summer arrival comes an influx of new footwear offerings for golf. Here's a quick rundown of
what to consider when adding to your collection of golf kicks.
Since golf shoes have come a long way from the days of the traditional leather-soled, kiltie-clad
clunkers that Grandpa wore, we need to prioritize the features we most want to have in the shoes.
Comfort is always at the top but from there we need to consider a few other factors.
Waterproof
If you rarely play in the rain, your options just opened up considerably,
but if you want a twelve-month shoe or will play a fair amount of early
morning golf consider a product with at least one-year waterproof
warranty. Some models come with a two-year limited waterproof
warranty.
Performance shoe offerings:
FootJoy Pro SL (2 yr.)

Adidas Tour 360 XT (2 yr.) also available in spikeless!

Skechers Approach (1 yr.)

Adidas Adipower 4orged (1 yr.)

Materials
Synthetic uppers, leather uppers, polyurethane soles, rubber soles, spiked
and spikeless are all options. Spend a bit of shop time in any shoes you
sample so that you can get a sense of how solid the platform is under your
feet. Since golf is a game of balance you need to sense some support and
stability from the shoes. The various materials typically dictate the quality of
support, waterproof quotient and durability of the shoes.
Shoes that tick multiple boxes are:
Adidas Adipure DC (1 yr.) - FootJoy LoPro (1 yr.) - Skechers Ultra Flight

Style
Choose wisely, the most stylish shoes are sometimes the shoes with less support and no waterproof
warranty. However, they can also be some of the sportiest and lightest shoes which can be a big
benefit if you are walking eighteen holes. Crooked hitters take note (by day's end you'll have walked
much farther than your 'down-the-middle' buddy).
Stylish and comfy shoes we carry include:
Adidas Adicross - FootJoy Flex
For the month of June, Adidas offers a promotion whereby any shoe purchase is eligible for $50
discount on additional Adidas purchase (Second pair? New polo?) made the same day.
Happy feet make golf even more fun!

George Ahara

BILL MATTICK'S: The Wines of BC
by Grant Soutar, Restaurant Manager

On the world scale, BC's wine production is fairly small. Annual global wine production is 26.7

billion litres - 80 million litres of which came from Canadian producers, while about 4 million cases
came from BC wineries. If you ask someone in the international wine industry about Canada's
contribution, they will most likely say that we make Icewine. Their statement wouldn't be incorrect,
Icewine was how Canada first made its mark in the world of wine, but it would be incomplete.

Icewine is not all Canada and BC produces, not by a long shot. In 2010, Summerhill
Pyramid Winery won Best Bottle Fermented Sparkling Wine at the International Wine
& Spirits Competition in London, and in 2013 Mission Hill Family Estate won Best
Pinot Noir under 15£ at the Decanter World Wine Awards. Every year Canadian and
BC wines, of all styles, are winning medals at competitions around the world.
Earlier this week I had the opportunity to attend a "Wines of BC" seminar put on by
the British Columbia Wine Institute. It gave a great deal of insight into the state of
BC winemaking and the variety of top quality wine being produced in this province.

In the world of quality wine, indication of "place" is key. Though there is no direct English
translation, the French use the word Terroir to describe all the influences (soil type, aspect, grape
variety, micro-climate, macro-climate, winemaking techniques, and so many more) that combine to
give a wine the flavours and aromas that say "I am from this place". The more unique the
influences are, the smaller the delineated, geographic area will be.
In BC these delineated areas are called a GI, Geographical Indication. The BC wine industry has
had GI's for decades, but they have been vast areas of land in which there can be many different
soil types and climates. The same grape varieties grown under these varying conditions will provide
wines with very different flavour profiles. Recognizing this, the BC wine industry has begun to
create new GI's and sub-GI's. In 2015, Golden Mile Bench was named BC's first Sub-GI. After
changes to BC's Wines of Marked Quality Regulations, the government also announced, in July of
2018, the introduction of new GI's in Thompson Valley, Shuswap, Lillooet and the Kootenays. This
brings the total number of GI's to 9 with the Okanagan Valley GI also containing 2 sub-GI's. (Golden
Mile Bench and Okanagan Falls).

During the seminar we tasted wines of differing colours and styles from different GI's around the
province. For fun, we tasted blind and our presenter asked us to try to identify grape variety, region,
quality and to give a price. I must say, we are making good wine in BC and the prices are looking
good also. We tasted 10 wines, I considered them all to be good to very good quality and I overestimated price on about 70%. (One of them is my wine pick for this month)
For many years the take on BC wines has been that although very good in quality, their price
prompted the question, What could I get from (Burgundy, Napa, Piedmont, etc.) for the same price?
I most often went with the international offerings believing that BC wines tended to be lesser
quality for the same price. If the wines I tasted at the seminar are any indication, the answer to that
question is becoming, nothing this good!
I believe the additions of new GI's and sub-GI's indicate there is a bright
future for the BC winemaking industry. As with the world's oldest and
greatest wine regions, BC winemaking is defining its identity. Each of
these newly delineated areas will be able to develop its own unique style,
find the grapes it grows best and to showcase the unique flavours and
aromas that say not only "I am from BC" but "I am from this place in BC
and I am a quality wine".
If you are a wine lover with the adage, 'I don't drink BC wine,' do yourself
a favour and revisit what's out there. I think you'll be pleasantly surprised.

Monthly Wine Pick
CC Jentsch Cellars, 2015 The Chase $21.98
It has become increasingly rare to find a Bordeaux style wine with the entire complement of 5 grape
varieties - Merlot, Cab Sauv, Cab Franc, Malbec and Petit Verdot. It is even more rare to find one
produced outside of France and almost impossible to find it at this price point.
From BC's Golden Mile Bench, The Chase is the full meal deal for Bordeaux blends.
35% Merlot, 30% Cabernet Franc, 27% Cabernet Sauvignon, 4%Malbec, 4% Petit Verdot
The 2015 vintage offers aromas of plum, cocoa, ripe berry and spice, while the palate delivers ripe
fruit flavours of raspberry, dark cherry and cassis with hints of chocolate, coffee and nicely balanced
tannins. The price is a bit higher than my last few picks but I believe you will still find this to be a
good value wine.
Although not available at BC Government stores, The Chase is widely available at private stores
throughout Greater Victoria.

Grant Soutar
Bill Ma ck's Restaurant Manager

We are looking for outstanding people to join our team. If you think you or someone you know
would be a great fit in the pro shop, at the ridge, in the restaurant, at the mini golf or on course,
please have them drop by with a resume or email (noting department of choice) to
info@cordovabaygolf.com.

CANADIAN ANTI-SPAM LEGISLATION
As of July 1, 2014 new legislation was put in place to combat spam marketing and email.
Cordova Bay fully supports this legislation and wants to make sure all of our emails are sent to
those wishing to receive them. We hope you continue to read our newsletter, but if you wish to
unsubscribe we always provide this option in all of our communications. If you have any questions
or concerns please feel free to contact us at info@cordovabaygolf.com.
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